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This paper describes the use of zerotree quantisation within audio coders. We introduce the EZK algorithm, a version of
zerotree quantisation developed by the authors, and describe why it provides superior compression performance
compared to other tree algorithms. We describe how incorporating psychoacoustic weighting to the core algorithm can
improve perceptual performance

INTRODUCTION scales. It uses this property to significantly reduce the
number of zero bits which would be transmitted if pure

The concept of embedded-zerotree quantisation was bit-plane encoding were used. The EZ quantisation
first introduced by Shapiro [1] as Embedded Zerotree process is composed of two stages which are repeated
Wavelet (EZW) coding for image compression. This successively until the target bit-rate has been met:
was shown to provide compression performance equal
to or better than alternative techniques, with very low a. Significance: compares the coefficient
algorithmic complexity. In addition, the process matrix with a threshold level, and
produces a fully embedded code, where bits in the produces a sequence of bits or symbols
bitstream are produced in order of importance. The which identifies which coefficients are
coding process may thus be terminated at any point, significant with respect to (ie greater than)
yielding a reconstruction quality that is roughly the threshold. The threshold is halved
proportional to the length of bitstream produced. An following each pass.
alternative way to consider an embedded code at a b. Refinement: produces a series of bits
certain rate is that it includes all lower-rate codes. This which halves the uncertainty interval of
property is very useful for loss recovery and scalability, coefficients which have already been
asshownin[1]. foundtobesignificant.

More recently Said and Pearlman [3] have developed an 3. Entropy Coding: the sequence of symbols
improved zero tree algorithm giving greater produced is losslessly compressed using arithmetic
compression performance, which they termed Set coding.
Partitioning in Hierarchical Trees (SPIHT). Srinivasan
and Jamieson have also shown that zero tree In Section 1, we describe how the differences between

quantisation may be used in audio coders with good images and audio signals affect zerotree coding, and
results[4]. comparethe EZWand SPIHTalgorithms.In Section2

we describe the EZK algorithm and show it to have
EZW and SPIHT may be characterised by the following improved performance relative to EZW and SPIHT for
steps: uniformdecompositions.We also show here how

psychoacoustic modelling may be incorporated to
1. Wavelet Transform: correlation between the improve perceptual performance. Finally we present our
original image pixels is removed using a hierarchical conclusions and suggestions for further work in Section
wavelet decomposition. The transform coefficients are 3.
arranged in a two-dimensional matrix.

2. Embedded Zerotree (EZ) Quantisation:
transform coefficients are effectively transmitted as bit-
planes. However, the EZ process recognises that
coefficients at low scales (frequency bands) are
generally of greater magnitude than those at higher
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Wavelet Transform

I Frame of Smnples I 1. ZEROTREE ALGORITHMS FOR AUDIO

Low-pass filter _"_pass filter 1.1 Embedded-Zerotree Quantisation
4, 4,

I L I _ I
_ Embeddedzerotreealgorithmssuchas EZWandSPIHTLow-pass filter l_gh-pass fil_

4, 4, were originally developed for image coding using a
I i_ I m I wavelettransform.In order to use the algorithmsin

_//x, audio coders with Wavelet-Packet (WP) or Modified
Low-_gh- Discrete Cosine Transforms (MDCT), the main4, 4,

I _ ] = I differences to consider are as follows:

: : 1. Uniform vs. Non-Uniform Decomposition

WaveletPacketTransform The wavelet transform uses non-uniform subband
decomposition where the low-pass results of previous[ l

[ r_meofS_r._e_ ] half-band filtering operations are further decomposed,

Lo_sra.*"._'7_,_ _-.'-'TZ?_p_sfil_ but the high-pass coefficients are not subject tO further
4, 4, decomposition. By contrast, the wavelet packet

I L I " I approach involves further decomposition of both low-

_ _ x,,,% and high-passfilter coefficientsat each stage,yielding
Low-passfilterl_gh-passfilterLow-passfiltexl-figlvpassfilter an overall uniform decomposition. The MDCT also4, 4, 4, 4,

I _ I m I m I "_ I achieves a uniform decomposition but does not take a

_//_ / ,,,,4 _//_ _// x, hierarchical approach, instead providing a transform-
Low- _g_ Lo,,, _- Low- ugh- Low _ng_ domain representation directly for each block of
4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, samples within the frame [5]. The differences are

I _ I = I_ 1_ I _ I _ I"_I"_I illustrated in Figure 1.

: Images are two-dimensional,and require a 2-D
transform to yield a matrix of transform coefficients in
which both dimensions reflect space and scale. This isModified Discrete Cosine Transform

Nsmp:e_ _ illustratedin Figure2, wherethe highest-frequency

i iNmr_ subbands are at the bottom right, and the lowest-

il _ [ _ FraneofSarnples T_f_ / frequency subbands at the top left.

I

mOX :,_,,,

·" [] [] uL:

I .--_ %·Figure 1: Alternative transforms

m_ m_
L"_ .d

Figure 2: Wavelet transform of an image.
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2. Two Dimensions vs. One · ZTR: Zero Tree - the coefficient is not significant,
and neither are any of its descendants. There is

All cells denote transform coefficients which represent therefore no need to code a symbol for any of these
the same spatial area in the original image, with the descendants.
arrows indicating 'heredity' the low-frequency

subbands are the 'parents' of the high-frequency The pseudo-code for EZW is:
subbands. By contrast an audio signal is one-

dimensional (in time), and transformation yields a one- Max=maximumvalue in coefficient array
dimensional vector of transform coefficients reflecting n=Dog2(max)_
scale/frequency. However, it is possible to arrange the whilen>=0
frequency domain coefficients from block transforms thresh=2n
across several time slots in a 2D matrix (Figure 3). SignificanceStage (DominantPass)

For each timeslot
Iftimeslotdoes not yet contain a zerotree symbol

r_ _ Foreachfrequencyband,fromIowto high
Ifcoefficientmagnitudefor currentbandand

r-m_ timeslot>thresh
TransmitPOSorNEGaccordingto signof
coefficient
Putvalueinsubordinatelist
Set matrix value to zero

._aty Otherwise,if anydescendantsare> threshTransmitIZ
: : : ... : Otherwise,

TransmitZTR
End

End
End

End

RefinementStage(SubordinatePass)
For allvaluesinsubordinatelist,

Figure 3: Audio transform coefficients rearranged to Transmit (n-1)thbitof value (where 0 th bitis LSB)
show heredity. End

n=n-1
Here heredity applies in the frequency domain alone, End.
where all coefficients in the table except the top row
(lowest frequency) are 'children' of those at lower

frequencies. 1.3 SPIHTAlgorithm

The EZW and SPIHT algorithms were adapted for such The SPIHT algorithm [3] codes significance with a
a coefficient matrix derived from uniform transforms stream of bits rather than symbols, by using a number of
and are now described in turn using pseudo-code, lists of pointers to coefficients in the matrix. These are:

List of Significant Pixels (LSP), containing pointers to
1.2 EZW Algorithm coefficients which have been found to be significant.

This list is initially empty.
EZW codes significance of the matrix of coefficients List of Insignificant Pixels (LIP), containing pointers to
with respect to a threshold which is halved after each coefficients which are not significant but which have
pass. This process produces a stream of symbols from a significant descendants. This list initially contains
4-symbol alphabet. The four symbols are: pointers to the top row of the matrix (the parents of all

other coefficients).
· POS: The coefficient is significant with respect to List of Insignificant Sets (LIS), containing pointers to

the threshold, and positive, coefficients the significance of whose descendants we
· NEG: The coefficient is significant with respect to wish to test. Its members are flagged as being of type A

the threshold, and negative, if we wish to test the significance of its children and
· IZ: Isolated Zero - the coefficient is not significant, lower generations, and of type B if we wish to test the

but has descendants which are. significance of its grandchildren and lower generations.
This list initially contains pointers to the top row of the
matrix, and these are all flagged as being of type A.
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1.4 A Comparison of EZW and SPIHT
The algorithm is then:

The main differences between the two algorithms are:
Max=maximumvaluein coefficientarray

n=Llog2(max)] · For EZW, the four symbolsproducedby the
whilen>=0 significancestagearePOS,NEG,ZTRandIZ.The

thresh=2" refinement stage then produces a sequence of bits.For all members of LIP,
Ifcoefficientmagnitudeis significant(>thresh) SPIHT produces a sequenceof bits both to convey

Transmit1 significanceandfortherefinementstage.
Transmit sign bit · In EZW, for each new value of n (halving of the
Movepointerto end of LSP threshold), scanning for significant coefficientsOtherwise
Transmit0 starts again at the top of the matrix (lowest

End frequency). This is so that coefficients which were
End previously insignificant can be tested at the new

SignificanceStage threshold. Conversely the SPIHT algorithm avoids
For all members of LiS, returning to the top of the matrix by use of the LIP,

Iftype A, each new loop with a new threshold beginning with
Ifcoefficienthas any significantdescendants a scan of the LIP. Each scan of the coefficient

Transmit1 matrixcan thencommencefromthe positionwhereIf immediatedescendant(child)issignificant
Transmit1 the scan at thepreviousthresholdfinished.
Transmit sign bit
Addchildto LSP

Otherwise 2. EZK ALGORITHM
Transmit0
Addchildto LIP

End The motivation for the development of the EZK
If coefficienthasnograndchildren algorithm was to improve on the compression

RemoveitfromLIS performance of SPIHT with uniform transform coders
Otherwise(significantcoefficientmustbe
grandchildorlower) (WP and MDCT). In particular, the stream of bits

Movecoefficientto endof LISandchange produced by SPIHT when coding a significant
totypeB coefficient with insignificant parents seemed longer

End than necessary.We may illustratethis by example,Otherwise
Transmit0 where the timeslot indicated by the arrow in Figure 4

End shows three 'generations' of insignificant coefficients
Iftype B, (denoted '-'), followed by a significant coefficient

Ifcoefficienthasanysignificantqrandchildren, (denoted '*').Transmit 1 E
RemovecoefficientfromLISandaddchildto
endof LISastypeA Fmqt_ncy +

Otherwise
Transmit0

End
End

End

RefinementStage
Forallcoefficientsin LSPexceptthoseincludedin last
significancepass : ' ' :

· _ · He ·

Transmitnthbit of value(where0thbit is LSB)
End

n=n-1
End.

Figure 4: Coding insignificance: an example.

The first coefficient appears in the LIP and also in the
LIS as type A. Following the SPIHT algorithm detailed
above, initially a 0 is transmitted because row 1 is
insignificant in the scanning of the LIP. Then the LIS is
scanned, and 1 is transmitted to show that the
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coefficient in row 1 has significant descendants. Zero is significance. In general, these will point to
then transmitted to show that the coefficient in row 2 is progressively lower rows (higher-frequency
not significant, and it is added to the LIP. The coefficients) as the threshold decreases. We define
coefficient in row 1 is then moved to the end of the LIS the remainder of a column as the elements in that

as type B. When this new entry in the LIS is scanned, a column from the member pointed to by Ts ptr
1 is transmitted because the coefficient in row 1 has downwards.

significant grandchildren, and the coefficient in row 2 is
added to the LIS as type A. This process continues, with The pseudo-code for the entire EZK algorithm is then:
coefficients being added to the LIS as type A and type B
alternately, until finally the coefficient in row 3 is tested Max=maximumvalue incoefficientarray
as type A, its child is found to be significant, and a 1 is n = [Iog2(max)/
transmitted to show significance, followed by the sign whilen>=0
bit. The code for this process is then '0101101iiX' thresh=2n
(where X is the sign bit for the significant coefficient in For allmembers of Insig_coeffs,If coefficientmagnitudeissignificant(>thresh)
row4),a totalof10bits. Transmit1

Transmitsign bit
The complexity of SPIHT may be necessary for WT Movepointerto end of Sig_coeffs
coding of images, where use of nonuniform transforms OtherwiseTransmit 0
leads to 'family trees' where each coefficient can have End
more than one descendant. However, for our purposes End
using uniform transforms, a simplified approach may be
used. We may apply the tests on the coefficient in row 1 SignificanceStageFor each time slot (column)of coefficientmatrix,
to determine whether it and its descendants are While remainderofcolumnhasanysignificant
significant, as before. However, the location of a members,
significant coefficient can be more simply conveyed Transmit1
with a run of Os followed by a 1. Using this approach, For each member ofcolumn remainderIfmemberis significant
thecodefortheexamplein Transmit1
Figure 4 becomes '0100IX', only 6 bits long. This may Transmitsign bit
be broken down as shown in Table 1. Addmember to Sig_coeffs

Set Ts_ptr(column) to point to row below
member

I _ Otherwise
0 Coefficientin row 1 is notsignificant Transmit0

Transfer to Insig_coeffs
1 Coefficient in row 1 has significant End

descendants End
0 Coefficient in row 2 is not significant End

Transmit 0 (no moresignificantcoefficientsin this
0 Coefficient in row 3 is not significant column)
1 Coefficient in row 4 is significant End
X Sign bit for coefficient in row 4

Refinement Stage
Table 1: Coding of insignificance using EZK Forallcoefficients inSig_coeffs,

Transmit nth bit of value
OR Transmit (n-1)th bit of value

The lists employed by EZK are: (A/lowsEZW-styleorSPIHT-stylerefinement)
End

· Sig_coeffs: this is analogous to the LSP in SPIHT. n=n-1
It contains pointers to coefficients which have been End.
found to be significant, and is initially empty.

· Insig_coeffs: analogous to the LIP in SPIHT. It

contains pointers to coefficients which are not 2.1 Compression Performance
significant, but which have significant descendants.

It is initially filled with pointers to the top row of All three algorithms have been implemented in a
the matrix (the parents of all other coefficients), mathematical modelling program, and their compression

· Ts_ptr. This is analogous to the LIS in SPIHT. It performance compared on a range of real audio
contains a pointer for each timeslot (column) in the segments. For EZW we have used a 2-bit code for the
coefficient matrix. Each one points to the four symbols POS, NEG, ZTR and IZ, with no entropy
coefficient in that column among whose coding [1].
descendants we shall next be checking for
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The results in Table 2 show compressed file sizes (in coefficients are subject to an inverse weighting at the
bits) for a sample audio frame resulting from the EZW, decoder, the overall quantisation noise characteristic

SPIHT and EZK algorithms. The 'No. of Passes' will then follow the masking threshold rather than being
column indicates how many times the main loop has uniform with frequency.
iterated, a higher value indicating a smaller final
threshold value and hence more accurate coding of The psychoacoustic model employed in our
matrix coefficients. These results show that the EZK experimental coder is broadly guided by the principles
algorithm gives the best compression performance of outlined in [9]:
the three algorithms.

· an FFT is taken of the audio frame, and this is

.1_/_ I[_il _ converted into a power spectrum
· a critical band analysis is performed to determine

14 21181 12246 9314 theenergyineachcriticalband
10 12458 7863 5146 · a spreadingfunctionis appliedin orderto take
5 1527 1384 1073 account of masking across critical bands

· the result is compared to the absolute threshold
Table 2: Compressed file sizes in bits for alternative EZ function across all frequencies, the maximum of

algorithms, which is outputas theoverallmaskedthreshold
function.

2.2 Psychoacoustic Weighting

The EZK quantisation algorithm has been incorporated Psychoacoustic weighting was implemented as shown in
into a simple audio codec, as described in [2]. This Figure 5 and tested using a number of signals across a
employs an MDCT or wavelet packet transform, and range of bitrates.
EZK quantisation of the resulting coefficient matrix.

Tran_, X(_ EZK [ EZK Bitstream

The algorithm allows transform lengths from 64 to x(.) _ quantisation] ·1024-points within an overall 1024-sample frame I' ' 'length, thus yielding coefficient matrices with different
aspect ratios. We found in [2] that coding performance I _ Ps_ w(k) Sideinfo.
using an MDCT with a fixed transform length is _l _M°_;_;[ '

generally optimised with a 256-point transform, Figure 5: EZK encoder with psychoacoustic weighting.
corresponding to a coefficient matrix with 128 rows and
8columns. Theresultsfor a numberof MDCtransformlengthsat a

bitrate of 64 kbs 'l are shown in Table 3, where a '_/'
The performance of this codec was found in [2] to be indicates the reconstruction with psychoacoustic
superior to MPEG-Audio Layer I and comparable to weighting' sounds better than that without (uniform
Layer II, despite the much lower complexity of EZK. noise), while a 'X' indicates that it sounds worse, and '-'
Both MPEG alternatives employ psychoacoustic that it sounds about the same.
modelling to perform bit allocation such that

quantisation noise is least percep tible. Conversely the °l °11_ °Il/ o1_raw EZK algorithm effectively allocates bits to the
highest-magnitude coefficients, the effect of which is to Castanets X -4 -d
distribute quantisation noise uniformly among Voice X _/ -d

frequency bands (ie the quantisation noise tends to a Harpsichord X -J

white spectrum). Such a noise distribution may be Pitch Pipe X X Xsuboptimal from a psychoacoustic perspective.

Table 3: Results for EZK codec with psychoacoustic
It is clearly not possible to explicitly allocate bits in the weighting.
manner of MPEG coders [8]. However, it is possible to
use a Psychoacoustic model to guide a weighting of the

The results show that psychoacoustic weighting worksfrequency bands, as suggested in [7]. The encoder block
well for the 256-point transform, although results atdiagram using this idea is given in Figure 5. This

scheme ensures that the coefficients presented to the other transform lengths are not as good as expected.
EZK algorithm are reduced in relative magnitude where This has led to the supposition that the psychoacoustic
the masking effect is greatest, and increased in relative weighting process is somehow acting to make the EZK
magnitude where masking is least. When the process less efficient. In particular, if the weighting has

the effect of increasing the magnitude of higher
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frequency coefficients relative to lower frequency
coefficients, then weighting will tend to increase the We have shown that although zerotree algorithms do not
average length of runs of zeroes when coding permit explicit bit allocation, it is possible to apply a
insignificance in the coefficient matrix. The EZK psychoacoustic weighting which results in a significant
algorithm therefore becomes less efficient, improvement in perceptual quality for some signals,

although the weighting was also shown in general to
This hypothesis was tested by measuring the proportion make the EZK algorithm less efficient. One possibility
of the total coded file size taken up by runs of zeroes to overcome this problem would be to modify the
used to code insignificance. The results are presented in weighting function applied in order to bound any
Table 4, where the results from Table 3 are repeated efficiency loss incurred.
under the 'Auditn' columns. The 'White' columns

correspond to percentages of the coded files which are
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